Beginner/Intermediate
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MONDAY MAY 14TH 2019

HOSPITALITY & ACCOMMODATION,
BEST PRACTICE FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

Tailored for the Hospitality and Tourism
Industry

WHAT DO WE TEACH IN THE
BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE
BEST PRACTICE SOCIAL MEDIA WORKSHOP ?
This workshop is focused around the current state of social media marketing as it sits in
the last half of 2019 and heading into 2020. It will involve a full day discussing and
collaborating around advanced social media strategy and campaign design. If you have
attended a previous TAA workshop before on social media, then you will have known the
value of these workshops and you must come again to have the latest in strategy as a lot of
new information will be shared. With a strong intention on providing the best practice
strategies around the hospitality/accommodation industry, this workshop will also look into
strategies incorporating industry best practices regarding social media advertising
campaigns and how to best prepare to make a social media impact in the latter half of 2019.
It will provide insight into future 2020 engagement trends, campaign strategy and best
practices in the hospitality industry today. The workshop is delivered over one day for 8
hours (inluding breaks) with two 3.5 hour presentations to be delivered over the course of
the day. It will be mandatory for each participant to bring a laptop to participate in live
demonstrations and exercises in order for this workshop to be a success for the participant.

Session 1 - 3.5 hours
Social media for businesses in the Accommodation & Hospitality
industry
Understanding the complete landscape of social media & why it's
required
How to set up social media pages for your business
What social media platforms are currently being used well within
the industry?
Current industry case studies with engagement & how do we
improve engagement on social media
How to improve overall reach and impressions
How to correctly brand content
What is Facebook business manager and how to use correctly

Session 2 - 3.5 hours
How to manage Review sites & reviews
How to establish social media policy
What is a sales funnel?
How to adapt to social media changes within platforms.
What is a Facebook pixel and how is it used?
Basic advertising strategy & how to set up advertising on
Facebook, Instagram & LinkedIn how to use on organic and paid
campaigns
What is a Facebook pixel & how is it used?
Basic & Intermediate Facebook Pixel Strategies
What is a LinkedIn Insight tag & how is it used?
Basic LinkedIn advertising strategies
How to best prepare for social media in the latter half of 2019

End goal of workshop for participants
To ensure each participant has left the workshop with a clean, usable digital and
social marketing method that can be implemented into their business right away.
These methods are cutting-edge strategies and techniques. Each participant will
learn how to measure and evaluate their current digital and social marketing
approach to allow them to assess whether success is achievable.
Participants will be able to implement strategies into their own business upon
conclusion of the workshop. They will be able to fully understand how to
implement a return on an investment campaign in their organisation.
Each participant will leave the workshop with a genuine confidence that they
understand the direction of digital and social marketing, to be able to assess
what are the latest trends, and know how to position their business in order to
manage these trends.
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George Hawwa
Attention Experts
Growth Director
As Growth Director of leading social media agency, Attention Experts
George is in charge of the overall strategy, content and advertising for
client accounts while ensuring that all Attention Expert's clients are
obtaining a suitable return on their marketing investment. George also
oversees the current research division of Attention Experts which
identifies and collects data on the latest digital marketing trends and
strategies.
George recently won the 'Outstanding Young Entrepreneur' award at
the NSW Regional Business Chamber Awards. He is a sought after
keynote speaker and presenter for industry groups and in-house
training on the subject of social media. George also lectures on behalf
of the Centre for Continual Education on Social Media at Sydney
University.
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